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Today’s Webinar

• Anatomy of an abstract

• The writing process

• Things to avoid

• Tips for success



How do 
you feel
about 

writing & 
submitting 

a QI 
abstract?

Thought Spot

I have done 
this a lot, 

and I am a 
PRO! 

I have done 
this before, 

but want 
EXTRA TIPS!

I have never 
done this and 

am 
NERVOUS!



Anatomy of An Abstract



What is an abstract?

- A clear, brief written summary

- Outlines key information in a structured format

- Describes the essence of your QI work



What does an abstract include?

Provides descriptive & informative details

- What did you do?

- How did you do it?

- What were the results?

- Why are they important?

- What needs to happen next?



What does an abstract look like?

Information typically included

- Title

- Background

- Methods

- Results

- Conclusion 



Can I see an example?
Reducing error by reducing pages: A quality improvement project to 
decrease the number of wrongful pages sent to physicians.



Check In / Questions?



The Writing Process



Why do you want to 
write an abstract?Thought Spot

You want 
people to 

see you as a 
leader.

You want to 
create a ripple…

The conference 
is a great place 

to ‘sell’ your 
ideas.



What would stop you from writing 
& submitting an abstract?

Thought Spot



How do I plan to start writing?

1. Choose a topic

2. Outline the content

3. Put together a draft

4. Submit!



How do I choose a topic?

Choosing the right QI topic is really important

- Review past projects or new ideas

- Assess potential topics

- Is it innovative?

- Does it contribute to better care?

- What can we learn from it?



How do I choose the right topic?

Connect your abstract topic to the conference

- What is the conference theme?

- What does it mean?

- How does your work align?

- How can you highlight the link?

- Who will be at the conference?





Check In / Questions?



How do I outline the content?

Organize your information

- Title

- Background

- Methods

- Results

- Conclusion 



How do I outline my content?

Link your abstract outline to the conference

- What are the selection categories?

- What criteria are being looked at?

- How important are each criteria?

- Who is on the selection committee?



Context & Relevance (15)

Intervention (15)

Measurement (10)

Lessons Learned (10)



Context & Relevance (15)

Intervention (15)

Potential / Actual Impact (10)

Originality (10)



What 
category
do you 

think your 
project 

would fit 
into?

Thought Spot



Check In / Questions?



How do I start my draft?

Writing a good abstract takes practice

- Look at other abstracts

- Use writing resources

- Ask others for help

- Make revisions



How do I know my draft is ready?

Do a final check before you consider it done

- Use an active voice

- Define and limit acronyms

- Write one thought per sentence

- Eliminate extra words

- Use consistent tense



Things to Avoid



What don’t I want to do?

Try not to fall into any of these major traps

- Ignoring deadlines

- Including too much information

- Adapting an old abstract

- Going on a solo journey



What else don’t I want to do?

Remember to avoid these common mistakes

- Being too vague

- Being organization specific

- Taking no notice of selection criteria

- Forgetting to do a spell/grammar check 



Tips for Success 



How do I increase my chances? 

Follow some simple rules

- Take your time

- Don’t overcomplicate it

- Structure your journey

- Be creative



How can I improve my abstract?



Check In / Questions?



Let’s take a deeper look….
Reducing error by reducing pages: A quality improvement project to 
decrease the number of wrongful pages sent to physicians.



How do 
you feel 
about 

writing & 
submitting 

an 
abstract?

Thought Spot

I have done this a lot, 
and I am a PRO! 

I have done this 
before, but want 

EXTRA TIPS!

I have never done 
this and am 
NERVOUS!



Questions?

Comments?

Thank you

&  Good Luck!
Tina & Chelsea

https://qualityforum.ca/
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